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NEW TITLES
ALWAYS
WITH YOU

JOURNEY TO
THE AFTERLIFE

BEFORE
I GO

by Debbie Malone
RRP:$35.00
9781925017960
Rockpool Publishing
Paperback
208 pages

by Kristy Robinett
RRP:$35.00
9780738752693
Llewellyn
Paperback
264 pages

by Jane Duncan Rogers
RRP:$35.00
9781844097500
Findhorn Press
Paperback
176 pages

Australia's most gifted and acclaimed psychic medium,
Debbie Malone, shares her most challenging and lifechanging stories of healing and love in ALWAYS WITH
YOU. Showcasing her extraordinary ability to communicate
between two worlds - the living and the dead - these incredible true stories explore questions about the human
soul and spirit world.

BOOK OF
BEASTIES
by Sarah Bamford
Seidelman
RRP:$40.00
9781683640493
Sounds True
Paperback
400 pages
In a quirky and delightful style, Sarah Seidelmann’s The
BOOK OF BEASTIES introduces us to the power of animal
totems, or “beasties,” inviting us to explore why certain
animals show up in our lives and what teachings they may
be trying to share.

JOURNEY TO THE AFTERLIFE is full of inspiring and
comforting stories describing the experiences of spirits
once their physical bodies have died. This book shares the
answers to the most persistent questions of the afterlife,
showing what kinds of lessons are learned in life as spirits
evolve and grow in light and peace.

BEFORE I GO addresses the emotional, spiritual, and
practical aspects of end-of-life planning to help you make
well-informed decisions about your end-of-life care and
prepare well for your death. Jane Duncan Rogers guides
you with equanimity, care, and humour through subjects
such as how to have a conversation about dying.

DMT
DIALOGUES

SPIRITUAL
GUIDEBOOK

by David Luke
RRP:$39.00
9781620557471
Park Street Press
Paperback
352 pages

by Anna Comerford
RRP:$38.00
9781925682632
Rockpool Publishing
Paperback
312 pages

Encounters with apparently sentient beings are reported by
half of all first time users of the naturally occurring psychedelic DMT, yet the question of DMT beings and plant sentience, interspecies communication, discarnate consciousness, and perhaps even dialoguing with the divine has
never been systematically explored.

THE SPIRITUAL GUIDEBOOK includes information about
opening the third eye, chakras, tarot, mediumship, crystals,
Reiki, healing, meditation, channeling, automatic writing,
auras, scrying, psychometry, energy, essential oils, yoga,
guides, shamanism, numerology, health, quantum physics,
sacred geometry, self-hypnosis, mind power, spirit releasement and setting goals.

MAGICAL
HEALING

TRADITIONAL
WICCA

SACRED
OILS

by Hexe Claire
RRP:$45.00
9780738756844
Llewellyn
Paperback
240 pages

by Thorn Mooney
RRP:$40.00
9780738753591
Llewellyn
Paperback
216 pages

by Felicity Warner
RRP:$32.00
9781788171663
Hay House
Paperback
272 pages

MAGICAL HEALING reveals the secretive world of those
who practice traditional folk magic. Germany's bestselling
witchcraft author Hexe Claire uses her years of experience
to guide you along your path of healing, showing you
various techniques and how you can personalize them.

Drawing a clear and respectful distinction between eclectic
Wicca and its older more traditional sibling, Thorn Mooney
takes us on a personal journey exploring the powers and
the pitfalls of the initiatory inner court, revealing the persistence of a thriving and dynamic Craft.

Felicity Warner guides the reader through a healing journey with twenty of the world's most sacred and treasured
oils. She gives detailed guidance on the history and properties of each oil, and shows how to work with them.

NEW HAY HOUSE TITLES
DRAGONS
YOUR CELESTIAL
GUARDIANS
by Diana Cooper
RRP:$26.00
9781788171618
Hay House
Paperback
304 pages
Dragons are spirit guides of the angelic realm, but they
have very different tasks from the angels. They can create
and they can destroy, and they can delve into deep, dense
matter to clear it, in a way that angels cannot.

TRUST
LIFE

YOU ARE
WHAT YOU THINK

by Louise Hay
RRP:$26.00
9781401956028
Hay House
Paperback
400 pages

by Wayne Dyer
RRP:$26.00
9781401956035
Hay House
Paperback
384 pages

365 affirmations and reflections drawn from the inspirational work of Louise Hay.
Spend a year contemplating inspirational works of beloved
best-selling author Louise Hay.

365 musings and reflections drawn from the work of international best-selling author and beloved spiritual teacher,
Dr. Wayne W. Dyer.
Spend a year contemplating some of the most inspiring
stories and observations of beloved best-selling author Dr.
Wayne W. Dyer.
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HAY HOUSE CARDS

ANIMAL KIN
ORACLE

SPIRIT ANIMAL
ORACLE

by Sarah Wilder
RRP:$37.00
9781401950958
Hay House
Cards

by Colette Baron-Reid
RRP:$48.00
9781401952792
Hay House
Cards

Tapping into the energies of different animals is a beautiful and gentle way to get back in
tune with nature, and to reignite our compassion, curiosity and intuitive abilities. The ANIMAL KIN ORACLE is a 65-card deck of unique watercolour animal portraits, where each
animal is linked to an element (Earth, Fire, Water, Air or Spirit) with word or mantra association.

Internationally acclaimed oracle expert and best-selling author Colette Baron-Reid has
created a unique oracle card deck that opens a gateway to Spirit through the archetypal
energies of the living beings that share our planet. Animals, Colette explains, are allies for
our souls and act as our teachers and sacred healers-but our disconnected way of life has
often blinded us to this truth.

BLUE ANGEL GALLERY CARDS
CARDS
FOXFIRE
THE KITSUNE ORACLE CARDS

TEENANGEL
ORACLE CARDS

by Lucy Cavendish (Aut)
& Meredith Dillman ( Illus)
RRP:$45.00
9781925538458
Blue Angel Gallery
Cards

by Rita Pietrosanto
& Miki Okuda
RRP:$45.00
9781925538403
Blue Angel Gallery
Cards

Work with this deck and you’ll discover their unique and fascinating gifts, receive their
blessings, and give yourself clear, compassionate readings filled with messages of insight
and inspiration. Featuring the imaginative work of fantasy artist Meredith Dillman, and
written by Witch and author Lucy Cavendish, this fresh and original deck is your passport
to a strange and wonderful world of transformation, adventure and mysticism.

TEENANGEL ORACLE CARDS are designed for teenagers and young adults. You can
think of the angels you’ll come across in these cards as your friends. They’re always here
for you when you need some guidance. You’ll also benefit from the wisdom and experience
of specialised teen counsellor, Rita Pietrosanto, who offers a bunch of really practical tools
and exercises to help you feel like you’ve totally got this!

OTHER CARDS
POWER
ANIMALS CARDS

AUSET EGYPTIAN
ORACLE CARDS

by Regula Meyer
& Karin Lurz
RRP:$65.00
9781572819429
U.S. Games Systems
Cards

by Elizabeth Jensen
RRP:$38.00
9781925682625
Rockpool Publishing
Cards

These beautiful 44 cards and guidebook give you access to the magical powers and sacred
wisdom of Auset, Mother Goddess of Healing and Prophecy. Also known as Isis, who is the
most loved of all the Egyptian Goddesses, Auset has imbued these cards with her divine
intuition so you will always find them highly accurate and reliable for personal or professional readings.

Animals fascinate and affect us. Often we intuit that they possess exceptional powers and
skills. When we mentally connect ourselves to them, we can use their spiritual powers and
adopt their wisdom as our own.

CDS

CD-CELTIC AIR
by Govannen
RRP:$35.00
PMCD0292
Paradise Music Ltd
Compact Disc

Award Winning Celtic band Govannen complete the set of albums of the elements, following CD-HEALING WATERS, CD-CELTIC FIRE, and CD-CELTIC EARTH
Traditional and new Celtic music featuring breezy tunes and slow airs.

CD-GREAT
SPIRIT 2
by Medwyn Goodall
RRP:$32.00
MGCD250
MG Music
Compact Disc
A direct sequel to his much loved CD-GREAT SPIRIT album. Inspired by the Native American tribes and cultures, featuring an authentic Cherokee prayer.
Featuring native wood flutes, Buffalo drums, frame drums and percussion, acoustic guitar,
marimbas and pan flutes.
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MORE NEW TITLES
FOREVER
STRANGE

PENDULUM
KIT

by Jasmine Beckett-Griffth
RRP:$50.00
9781925538380
Blue Angel Gallery
Hardback
184 pages

by Sig Lonegren
RRP:$55.00
9780764355592
Schiffer Pub Ltd
Boxed Set
128 pages

For the past two decades, fantasy artist Jasmine Becket-Griffith has entranced a worldwide audience with her pop-surrealist acrylic paintings. Exploring themes of magic, mystery,
and historical reference, infused with gothic melancholy, her original characters always
evoke a sense of wonder and visceral human connection with their trademark large expressive eyes. This volume is an expansive monograph of full colour fine art reproductions.

HOW TO GET PREGNANT
EVEN WHEN YOU'VE
TRIED EVERYTHING
by Andrea Reiter
RRP:$40.00
9780738756967
Llewellyn Publications
Paperback
192 pages
Holistic fertility coach Andrea Reiter helps you explore the four areas that may be blocking
your pregnancy efforts and offers concrete ways to navigate them to create the baby, and
the life, you deserve. Her mind-body approach focuses on natural alternatives to invasive
and expensive fertility procedures. By changing your thought process, you can change your
physical condition and remove the obstacles you thought you couldn't overcome.

The pendulum is a tool that bridges the gap between the logical left brain and the intuitive
right brain. Now you can unlock the mysteries of the earth and its energy fields and tap into
the unlimited potential of your own mind as you learn the secrets of dowsing with a pendulum. Follow exercises that will instruct you how to interpret the movements of a swinging
pendulum to tune into your intuition; answer questions about your love life, health, or career; forecast the weather, predict events, locate lost objects and underground reserves of
water or oil, and more!

SOULS
ON EARTH
by Linda Backman
RRP:$39.00
9780738754246
Llewellyn Publications
Paperback
264 pages
Join regression therapist Dr. Linda Backman as she shares her fascinating work with
interplanetary souls - those whose previous lives were experienced on other planets in the
universe. SOULS ON EARTH explores the characteristics of interplanetary souls so that if
you or someone you know is an IP, you will be able to understand more about your life
purpose and cope with the special challenges that come with an incarnation on Earth.

QUANTUM
CONSCIOUSNESS

SECRET HISTORY
OF THE WATCHERS

by Peter Smith
RRP:$39.00
9780738754932
Llewellyn Publications
Paperback
240 pages

by Timothy Wyllie
RRP:$45.00
9781591433194
Bear & Co
Paperback
344 pages

Deepen your understanding of quantum physics and expanded states of awareness with
QUANTUM CONSCIOUSNESS, an enlightening guide that helps you pull science and
spirituality closer together. This book invites you to tour alternate realities, parallel lives,
interdimensional consciousness, and even the very fabric of the universe.

After Lucifer’s angelic rebellion 203,000 years ago, Earth and 36 other planets were quarantined from the larger Multiverse. Despite aligning with the rebel angels, Georgia--an angel
of Seraphic status--was permitted to remain on Earth and continue her role as a Watcher. In
this book, Georgia, writing together with Timothy Wyllie, shares her personal account of
Earth in the 8th millennium BCE, the first era of Atlantis.

DICTIONARY OF
GYPSY MYTHOLOGY

HANDBOOK OF CHINESE
MEDICINE AND AYURVEDA

by Claude Lecouteux
RRP:$60.00
9781620556672
Inner Traditions
Hardback
192 pages

by Bridgette Shea
RRP:$60.00
9781620556160
Healing Arts Press
Hardback
384 pages

Drawing on a number of sources never before available outside of Eastern Europe, Claude
Lecouteux reconstructs the gypsy oral tradition to provide a comprehensive A-to-Z look at
gypsy mythology, including their folktales, rites, songs, nursery rhymes, jokes, and magical
traditions. His main source is material collected by Heinrich Adalbert von Wlislocki (18561907), an ethnologist who lived with gypsies in Romania, Transylvania, and Hungary in the
latter half of the 19th century.

Chinese medicine and Ayurveda are two of the oldest healing systems in use today. Each is
a complete art, in and of itself, and has profoundly contributed to the health and well-being
of millions of people around the world. Drawing on their shared roots and spiritual principles, Bridgette Shea, L.Ac., MAcOM, shows how these two practices integrate seamlessly,
with the two traditions’ individual strengths harmonizing to form a practical basis for prevention, wellness, detoxification, and treatment.
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STARMAN TAROT TITLES

The most eagerly anticipated tarot kit of the year!
In 1995, David Bowie and Davide De Angelis began collaborating on
album art for Bowie's album OUTSIDE, a creative working relationship
that endured for more than seven years and spanned a number of projects, including the development of art for the album EARTHLING and
concepts for stage sets, books, products, and art shows.
Inspired by their years-long creative collaboration, Davide De Angelis
has produced a fascinating tarot deck, decades in the making, that expertly weaves together intricate sacred geometries, alchemy, magic,
and the sacred teachings of the world's mystery traditions. This deck is
a must-have for collectors and a perfect reading deck designed to help
you connect with spirit or energize a creative project.

STARMAN TAROT CARDS
by Davide De Angelis
& David Bowie
RRP:$60.00
9788865275344
Lo Scarabeo
Tarot Deck
A beautiful high quality boxed set.
Large cards, exceptional finish, colour book.

STARMAN TAROT KIT
by Davide De Angelis
& David Bowie
RRP:$80.00
9788865275375
Lo Scarabeo
Tarot Set
A special kit edition, with an high-quality deck and a full colour book.
The solid box is shaped with a lightning bolt, with foil inserts.

TAROT BAG STARMAN
by Davide De Angelis
& David Bowie
RRP:$20.00
9788865275504
Lo Scarabeo
Tarot Bag
This beautiful satin bag will turn heads and delight every David Bowie fan. It’s also a practical tool
and companion to the STARMAN TAROT that every reader should have.
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